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Remembering Jasenovac: Survivor Testimonies and the Cultural Dimension of Bearing Witness

Jovan Byford, The Open University

This article examines testimonies of Jasenovac survivors recorded in Serbia between 1989 and 1997 for the oral history collections of the Fortunoff Archive and the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. The author highlights the differences between the assumptions about survivors and testimony underpinning the US-based interview projects, on the one hand, and on the other the understanding of bearing witness that is apparent in testimonies recorded for projects in Serbia. Contrasting the emotion-centered American approach to survivor testimony with the atrocity-centered Serbian approach, the author argues for a more explicit acknowledgment among scholars, as well as among those involved in recording testimonies, of witnessing as a socially, historically, and institutionally embedded practice.

The final decades of the twentieth century witnessed a dramatic rise in the production and systematic collection of Holocaust survivors’ testimonies. At the forefront of this development were three US-based institutions established in the 1980s and the 1990s: the Fortunoff Video Archive for Holocaust Testimonies at Yale; the Oral History Project of the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (USHMM); and by far the largest of the three, the Survivors of the Shoah Visual History Foundation, which in 2005 would become the University of Southern California Shoah Foundation Institute for Visual History. Alongside other, smaller interview projects (some of which have been in existence since the 1960s, or even longer), these
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institutions have recorded, catalogued, and archived more than 100,000 testimonies from survivors living in the US, Israel, Europe, and elsewhere throughout the world.¹

The systematic recording of testimonies has made a significant contribution to the public understanding of and appreciation for the plight of European Jewry under Nazism. By capturing the authentic experience of suffering and survival, testimonies have enriched the public memory of the Holocaust with a perspective that hitherto had been sidelined in historical accounts and media representations. Footage of survivors recalling their harrowing past has become an indispensable form of Holocaust representation in classrooms and museum exhibitions, as well as in popular culture.

The systematic collection of testimonies and survivors’ increasing presence in public life have opened up a number of questions about how testimonies should be understood, used, and represented. Historians, sociologists, anthropologists, psychologists, and scholars of literature have explored and discussed survivors’ accounts in relation to a variety of issues, including trauma, identity, gender, memory, and the place of testimony in Holocaust historiography. An important motif in this scholarship is the acknowledgment that testimonies, while by nature personal, are also inherently social. How a specific account of a particular experience is configured and reconstituted in a personal narrative is not just a reflection of individual memory or a function of accuracy of recall. Testimonies, and the symbolic power associated with the practice of bearing witness, are both contingent upon and mediated by several factors. Among the most important is the institutional dynamic behind their collection: the testimonies were collected as part of large institutional projects that involved particular agendas, priorities, and concerns. In addition, testimonies and witnessing are influenced by established cultural and storytelling practices, and by broader discourses of collective memory—all of which inevitably determine the parameters of Holocaust representation in any given culture or historical period.²

Existing writing on the social embeddedness and historical contingency of testimonies focuses mainly on the American context, and on the way in which oral history projects (as well as the testimonies themselves) reflected, but at the same time also helped to determine, the trajectory of American postwar representation and understanding of the Holocaust.³ From the outset, however, the larger interview projects had a distinctly international dimension. The organizers made efforts to record accounts of survivors residing in Israel, Europe, South America, and elsewhere; that is, in societies in which the dominant culture of Holocaust
memorialization was often very different from that of the United States. Not only were survivor testimonies collected in those areas embedded in a different context and influenced by a dissimilar postwar experience, but their collection (especially the pioneering efforts by the Fortunoff Archive and the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum) invariably involved an encounter between diverse and not always compatible cultures of memory.

This cultural “encounter” has received relatively little consideration in scholarly literature, even though those who have collected the testimonies occasionally draw attention to the inevitable “national, cultural differences” in the way that the Holocaust is understood and interpreted. Moreover, reflections on this issue tend to be confined to the “surface” features of testimonies—namely, to the differences in thematic content. Researchers have noted, for example, that among survivors from the former Soviet Union there is a tendency not to differentiate between the Holocaust and the suffering of the civilian population as a whole, and that concentration camp survivors living in France differ from those in the United States in terms of how they account for inmates’ response to concentration camp conditions, or evaluate the conduct of Jewish kapos. These differences are mentioned mostly in passing, however, with little further inquiry into their nature and origins or their implications for the way in which survivor testimonies are used for scholarly and commemorative purposes.

In this article I explore these issues in depth, using as an example accounts collected in Serbia—the first Eastern European country in which American institutions recorded audio-visual testimonies related to the Holocaust. Focusing on testimonies pertaining to the Jasenovac concentration camp recorded for the Fortunoff Archive and the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum’s oral history collection between 1989 and 1997, I highlight the significant differences between the assumptions underpinning the US-based interview projects and the local understanding of the practice of bearing witness. As we shall see, the latter—a legacy of both the culture of memory that had evolved in socialist Yugoslavia and the specific political context in which the testimonies were collected—is marked by a very different, culturally specific attitude toward survivors as mediators of memory and interpreters of the past. In examining and contrasting the two distinct modes of engagement with survivor testimony, I argue for a more explicit acknowledgment, among scholars as well as those involved in the collection and dissemination of testimonies, of witnessing as a socially, historically, and institutionally embedded practice. I then consider the implications of this for the way in which scholars,
stakeholders, or publics engage with testimonies as a historiographic source, a commemorative genre, and a lieu de memoire.

**Testimony Collection in Serbia, 1989–1997**

Between 1989 and 1997, the Fortunoff Archive and the USHMM’s Oral History Department recorded more than a hundred interviews with Holocaust survivors in Serbia. An affiliate project based in Belgrade organized the collection of these testimonies, selecting and approaching potential interviewees, hiring the necessary equipment and technical staff, and conducting the interviews. In total, 78 individual audio-visual testimonies were recorded for the Fortunoff Archive, while the USHMM’s more modest collection, recorded in the summer of 1997, consists of 23 audio interviews with 25 survivors. The efforts of both institutions ended with the arrival in the region of the Survivors of the Shoah Visual History Foundation, which in 1998 interviewed as many as 349 survivors in Serbia alone—a number that dwarfed all previous efforts and rendered further recording somewhat redundant.

The Fortunoff Archive’s decision to begin the collection of testimonies in what in 1989 was still the Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia came about as the result of a chance encounter between Geoffrey Hartman, one of the founders of the archive, and Jaša Almuli, a retired journalist and member of Belgrade’s Jewish community. Almuli, a Holocaust survivor, had approached Hartman during the July 1988 “Remembering for the Future” International Scholars Conference on the Holocaust (held in Oxford, UK) and expressed interest in the Yale project. The meeting occurred at a time when the Fortunoff Archive was expanding its initiative to Europe and setting up affiliate projects in France and the United Kingdom. In the months following the meeting in Oxford, and after successful negotiation with the relevant institutions in Belgrade (the Union of Jewish Communities of Yugoslavia and the Jewish Historical Museum), Yugoslavia was added to the list of European countries to which the Yale initiative was to expand its operation. As the Fortunoff Archive’s Newsletter enthusiastically declared at the time, it heralded “the opening of Eastern Europe” and would “spur further documentation” in the region. The archive named Almuli, who shortly afterwards became president of Belgrade’s Jewish community, “project director” and tasked him with coordinating and recording five interviews as part of an initial pilot project.
Almuli recorded 37 interviews between 1989 and 1992, when the project was suspended because of international sanctions against Serbia. The project resumed in 1995, and over the following two years a further 41 testimonies were collected. In a practice unusual for the Fortunoff Archive, Almuli was the sole interviewer in 77 out of the 78 recordings. In fact, except for the first set of pilot interviews recorded under the auspices of the Union of Jewish Communities of Yugoslavia, the recording of the testimonies was very much Almuli’s personal project. This is the main reason why copies of the video tapes, which in other instances the Fortunoff Archive makes available to affiliates for use in educational programs and for research purposes in the countries of origin, remain in his private possession, beyond the reach of the Serbian public and the scholarly community.

At a 1994 oral history conference in Paris, after he presented some of the work he had compiled for the Fortunoff Archive, Almuli was approached by a representative of the USHMM’s Oral History Department. Soon after, he began to conduct interviews for the museum as well.

Both the Fortunoff Archive and the USHMM have catalogued the testimonies collected by their affiliate in Belgrade as part of a “Yugoslav” collection or as reflecting “Yugoslav voices from the Holocaust.” Yet, it is important to note that all the interviews were with survivors resident in Serbia at the time of the recording. The parent institutions in the US did not appear overly concerned with this limitation, perhaps because the experiences recounted in the interviews pertained to the Holocaust in Yugoslavia as a whole. However, bearing in mind when the testimonies were collected, the project’s limited geographical reach is not unimportant. The recording coincided with the gradual dissolution of the Yugoslav federation and the rise of militant nationalisms in constituent republics. This development, which ultimately led to the wars in Croatia and Bosnia, had a profound impact on local Jewish communities as well as on the treatment of the Holocaust in the public sphere. Yugoslav Jewry, which had hitherto been fully assimilated into a multi-ethnic Yugoslav society, suddenly found itself divided among the successor states, and in a situation in which each local community had to confront the challenges posed by the new political and ideological milieu.

Moreover, one of the first “victims” of rising nationalism, especially in Serbia and Croatia, was the memory of the Second World War, and by extension also of the Holocaust. In Croatia the prevailing trend was towards the rehabilitation of the Croatian Ustasha movement,
and was accompanied by well-documented attempts at Holocaust denial or minimization. In Serbia the new historical narrative had at its core the story of the collective martyrdom of Serbs at the hands of the Ustashe and a comparison of the fate of the Serbs to that of the Jews. Testimonies of survivors recorded in Belgrade during the 1980s and 1990s were therefore embedded in a highly specific, multifaceted, and politically charged context—one that was representative neither of Yugoslavia as a whole, nor of any of the other successor states.

At the center of the ideological debates and “memory wars” between Serbian and Croatian nationalists at the time was Jasenovac, the largest concentration camp on the territory of the former Yugoslavia, located in the Independent State of Croatia and run by the local pro-Nazi Ustasha militia. Between 1941 and 1945, approximately 80,000 inmates perished there, most of them Serbs—although among this total are also up to 17,000 Croatian and Bosnian Jews and approximately 10,000 Roma. In Serbia in the late 1980s and the 1990s the memory of Jasenovac was routinely instrumentalized for propaganda purposes, and used to frame the relationship between Serbs and Croats as an eternal struggle between victims and perpetrators.

Crucially, the importance accorded to Jasenovac in Serbia at the time left a mark on both the Fortunoff collection and that of the USHMM. In the case of the Fortunoff Archive, Jasenovac survivors were among the first to be interviewed: four of the six interviews conducted as part of the pilot project in 1989 were with Jasenovac survivors. Also, eight of the nine Jasenovac testimonies in the collection were recorded in the first three rounds of recording between 1989 and 1992. In the case of the USHMM’s oral history collection, alongside a generic “Former Yugoslav Republics Project” (which covers a wide range of Holocaust experiences including internment, hiding, and resistance), there is a separate “Jasenovac Oral History Project” which includes testimonies from four Jewish and six Serbian survivors. There can be little doubt that the salience of Jasenovac within the collections reflects not just the genuine importance of this camp in the history of the Holocaust in Yugoslavia, but also the spirit of the time when the testimonies were collected and the associated assumptions about which aspects of Holocaust experience are particularly worth preserving and publicizing. This, it could be argued, makes Jasenovac testimonies an especially apposite case study for the exploration of the encounter between American and Serbian cultures of Holocaust representation and engagement with witness testimony.
The present analysis does not include testimonies by Jasenovac survivors recorded by the Shoah Foundation. This is not just because representatives of the Foundation re-interviewed survivors in Serbia whose testimonies had previously been recorded for the Fortunoff Archive and the USHMM, but also because the two earlier, and in many ways pioneering projects (with overlapping histories) had allowed the local affiliates much more freedom and flexibility when it came to conducting interviews. This makes them particularly relevant for examining the cultural underpinnings of bearing witness. Thus, although a detailed comparison of all three testimony collection projects would be interesting and worthwhile, both in the Serbian context and more generally, this kind of analysis lies beyond the scope and specific focus of this article. At the same time, the exclusion of the Shoah Foundation interviews should not be taken to mean that many of the features of Jasenovac testimonies identified in this paper are not present in the accounts collected by that institution as well.

Testimony, Survivor Identity, and the American Culture of Holocaust Memorialization

By the time the recording of interviews in Serbia began in 1989, the US-based testimony collection projects had already developed a set of basic assumptions about survivor testimony and its social functions—assumptions that guided their mission both at home and internationally. In the early 1980s, when the Fortunoff Archive began its pioneering effort, those who in the immediate aftermath of World War II had been referred to as “war refugees” were gradually becoming recognized, listened to, and honored by the American public as “Holocaust survivors.” As such, they held significant moral authority when it came to remembering and representing the experience of European Jews under Nazism. The primary motive behind the testimony collection initiated at Yale, it appears, was to help accelerate this change in public attitude towards survivors. This mission was later embraced by other projects. In addition to allowing the survivors’ voices to be heard, the use of video technology helped to “rehumanize” and “reindividuate” victims of the Holocaust. Each survivor’s unique language, gestures, emotions, life-story, and memories, captured on film, mounted a challenge to the image that had threatened to take over the public imagination of Jewish tragedy under Nazism: that of the anonymous “corpses and skeletal prisoners” recorded on film after the liberation of the camps.
In line with the aims of preserving survivors’ voices, adding “texture to memory,” and rescuing the Holocaust from what Jean Améry called the “cold storage of history,” most interview projects focused explicitly on the witnesses’ subjective experience and affective state. In the case of the Fortunoff Archive, the interviews focused not so much on documentary knowledge of the past, but “on the mind as it struggles with its memories, making sense of or simply facing them, on transmitting in oral form each version of survival.” The questions posed were about “the day-to-day, night-to-night existence, the human and psychological milieu: how it felt then, how it feels now.” Similarly, the United States Holocaust Museum’s oral history program placed the emphasis on survivors’ “personal reflections” and those aspects of experience that cannot be gleaned from official documents or archival sources: “day-to-day activities are essential—what [survivors] knew, saw, thought, dreamed, and feared; who were their friends, lovers, enemies; … their work; their relationships; and even philosophic ruminations about their outlook on life.” In both instances, the aim was to “accompany the witness on a journey back in time, in the most intimate manner possible,” and in doing so to uncover the deep-seated “emotional layers of experience.”

The emphasis on the personal, the intimate, and the traumatic in survivor testimony gave the interviews a distinct psychological dimension. Nathan Beyrak, who led the Israeli project for both the Fortunoff Archive and the USHMM, described his endeavor as “blending together” the “psychological and historical approaches.” For Beyrak, audio-visual testimonies occupy a space between history, which is traditionally not interested in the survivor as an individual, and psychology—which, while focused on the individual, has only marginal interest in the relationship between experience and historical truth. The psychological approach is especially noticeable in the Fortunoff interviews, where interactions between the survivor and the interviewer are geared towards assisting the former in the process of working through and making sense of his or her unprecedented traumatic experience. Even the ascetic studio set used in many of the Fortunoff interviews recorded at Yale University in the 1980s was designed to facilitate the process of “entering” and “releasing” traumatic memories; the camera captures “the survivor’s defining struggle with trauma and loss.” In the literature on survivor testimonies one often encounters psychological vocabulary. Scholarly works contain numerous references to “latent” or “dissociated” memories, and to survivors’ need to exorcise the “ghosts of the past,” overcome the repression and denial that “contaminate” their lives, and uncover and confront
“buried truths.” Even within the USHMM project, where the emphasis on the psychological is less explicit, organizers have occasionally alluded to recovered memories: as Joan Ringelheim put it, the stated task of the testimonies is to “connect with memories which lie deeper and are therefore more difficult to commemorate,” and, by penetrating beyond the formalized and established accounts, to “recover the story that might surprise the witness himself or herself.”

It is worth noting, however, that in the literature on audio-visual testimony there is a noticeable fluctuation in emphasis between the “positivistic aspects” of testimonies (their relevance as a “primary” historical source) and their other, more intimate, emotional features. Geoffrey Hartman, one of the architects of the Fortunoff project, stresses that in spite of the importance of the personal and the subjective in testimony, bearing witness is “a historical rather than [a] therapeutic occasion,” and that the psychiatrist’s or psychoanalyst’s agenda is not always compatible with the aims of an oral history interview. Nevertheless, the fact remains that within the genre of audio-visual Holocaust survivor testimony, accounts of experience are not collected primarily for their factual accuracy or reliability (although historians are repeatedly encouraged to use them in their research). The power of testimony lies in its indisputable authenticity—in its ability to access the “psychological and emotional milieu of the struggle for survival.” It offers an alternative, intimate version of history and a different kind of truth: “traumatic truth” or the “embodied truth of experience.”

The emphasis on different modes of truth captured by survivors’ recollections is apparent also in the fact that in literature on testimonies, particular figures of speech, such as metaphors, similes, and hyperboles—or what Oren Baruch Stier calls the “vernacular poetics” of testimony—receive special attention. The survivor Bessie K.’s reference to her baby as a “bundle,” or Edith P.’s evocation of the memory of the sun being “black” in Auschwitz, Serena N.’s recollection of four crematoria being blown up during an uprising in the camp (instead of just one), are some examples of the frequently cited “still snapshots” or “fragmentary sensations” communicated through non-literal, abstract, and often poetic expressions. One important reason for their prominence in the scholarship on testimony is that they capture the fundamental paradox of Holocaust representation: namely, that it is “a story that could never be told, but must be told.” They epitomize both the eloquence and the lucidity of survivors and the inherently inarticulable and unrepresentable traumatic reality (the “deep memory”) of the Holocaust.
This distinct approach to testimony is not uniquely “American”: it is to be found also in testimonies collected for the Fortunoff Archive in Israel, Germany, and France, for example. Nevertheless, it reflects two ways of conceptualizing survivors—ways that have developed primarily in the United States since the 1970s. Henry Greenspan refers to these as **ceremonial rhetoric** and **psychiatric rhetoric**. The former honors survivors as “celebrants and heroes,” often representing the fact of survival as a heroic, rather than an accidental outcome, and seeks redemptive, life-affirming meaning in the fate of survivors. The latter constructs those same survivors as “ghosts and wrecks,” and as “haunted victims of destruction.” The interaction between the two perspectives has helped to produce what today is sometimes referred to as the **survivor identity**. Survivors (not just of the Holocaust, but also of other genocides, 9/11, cancer, rape, domestic violence, and so on) are recognized for their inherent vulnerability induced by past victimization and suffering, but also for having the fortitude and strength to “break the silence” and speak about it publicly. As Kenneth McLaughlin put it recently, “the public expression of hitherto private secrets and hurt” has, since the 1970s, come to be seen as “freeing and self-transforming.” More important, the label “survivor” brings with it certain expectations regarding public recognition: it “serves to endow the speaker with moral authority; as a victim who has survived, their view is meant to be taken seriously.” Also, the genre of audio-visual testimony emerged at a time when emotional expression began to pervade public discourse and when television came to be seen, more generally, as the best means of engaging the audience and of communicating affect as well as fact or opinion. The framing of extreme Holocaust experience in terms of survival and the imperative to bear witness transformed both the experience and the subsequent retelling of it into a source of inspiration, affirmation, and historical lessons.

In the case of testimonies recorded in the United States, the interviewers, the survivors and the audience appear to share (at least for the most part) these basic, culturally embedded assumptions about the nature of audio-visual testimony and the educational and commemorative role of survivors and their life stories. This is apparent in the narrative structure, thematic configuration, and tone of many of the audio-visual testimonies (especially those that make it into the public domain), in which the interactional context and the anticipated expectations of the audience produce a discernible focus on feelings and reflection, and often also on the universality of the Holocaust’s message. None of this means, of course, that testimony collection
projects do not differ from each other in terms of their underlying assumptions, agendas or foci. Nor does it imply that testimonies are in any way repetitive or formulaic, or that survivors do not sometimes resist these trends, or challenge interviewers’ expectations. Rather, it simply means that, as James Young observes: “When witnesses share the same *Weltanschauung*, their respective grasps of experiences are relatively similar…. The narrators often share the same traditions and language used to describe experiences. In this way, disparate events told in the same figure [of speech or understanding] are unified in their expression, united by a common vision of experience.”

**Jasenovac Survivors and the Local Tradition of Bearing Witness**

The testimonies of Jasenovac survivors recorded in Serbia in the late 1980s and the 1990s lack many of the characteristics of the US-based projects. The Serbian accounts were embedded in a culture of remembrance very different from the one described above, and were united by a different “vision of experience.” First and foremost, unlike in the United States, where the effort to collect audio-visual testimonies in the 1980s was motivated by a perceived marginalization of the survivors’ perspective, in Yugoslavia, former inmates of concentration camps had been recognized throughout the postwar period as valuable witnesses to the atrocities perpetrated by the Nazis and their accomplices. The earliest official Yugoslav reports on crimes committed in concentration camps, compiled by the Yugoslav War Crimes Commission in 1945 and 1946, relied extensively on information collected from survivors. Jasenovac offers a relevant example: the Commission’s report on this camp, which laid the foundation for the subsequent representations both in official historiography and in public memory, was based almost exclusively on depositions from fifty-six survivors—some of whom guided the investigators through the camp’s ruins after the end of the war.

The collection of testimonies and the publication of memoirs continued in subsequent decades, mainly under the auspices of the state-sponsored veterans’ association, the Union of Fighters of the People’s Liberation War. Although prior to publication these first-hand accounts of camp experience were vetted and edited by state-sponsored guardians of the dominant commemorative culture, they were nevertheless treated uncritically within the boundaries of what was politically permissible. Testimonies were collected and disseminated as “historical material” in accordance with the view (advocated by the veterans’ association) that the writing of
the history of World War II should remain the prerogative of those who experienced it first-hand. Thus, until the 1980s, with the exception of a small number of articles published in marginal historical journals, literature on Jasenovac consisted almost exclusively of memoirs, edited collections of extracts from survivor testimonies, or brief chronicles of the camp that drew extensively on the official and authoritative War Crimes Commission’s report from 1946.

Implicit in this attitude towards survivors and their memories is a notion of “witnessing” very different from that which underpins testimony collection projects in the United States. The Yugoslav approach was certainly not conducive to the development of a survivor identity of the kind that is built into the agenda of the US-based initiatives. Survivors (more commonly referred to as “former inmates” — bivši zatočenici) were neither celebrated nor pitied, and their trauma-induced turmoil and pain were never the focus of much public interest. On the contrary, survivors were often explicitly discouraged from weaving an intimate, personalized version of camp existence. The expectation was that the testimonies would focus on facts — places, names, and dates related either to specific crimes or noteworthy acts of heroism. The purpose of bearing witness, as understood at the time, was to describe “what happened” and, in doing so, to corroborate the dominant narrative of the collective suffering and resistance of the Yugoslav nations. Testimony was to embellish that narrative with poignant images and to assimilate the history of the camps into the established framework for interpreting the events of World War II and the Socialist Revolution.

In testimonies collected during the socialist era, the dominant motif was that of resistance. This reflected the role of the veterans’ association in the collection and dissemination of the testimonies. The memory of Jasenovac was marked from very early on, however, by an additional, equally important dimension. Because of the brutality of the guards and the barbaric methods of execution — the majority of the victims were killed with a blow to the head with a mallet or had their throats slit with a knife — the postwar collective memory of this camp focused also on the character of the perpetrators and their pathological disposition and behavior. Acts of sadism and ritualized killing orgies featured prominently not only in the early War Crimes Commission report and related publications, but also in newsreels, propaganda films, and the large exhibition that toured the country after the war on crimes committed by the occupiers and their accomplices. Over time, this atrocity-focused discourse created a set of expectations about what counts as a relevant memory of Jasenovac. Hence, memoirs and testimonies produced
throughout the postwar period featured a fairly consistent set of recurring stories of barbaric executions, torture, disembowelment, blood drinking, cannibalism, sexual mutilation, and other outrages. These were not always recounted as part of the survivor’s immediate personal experience, but rather as common knowledge of “what went on” at the camp, gleaned from camp rumor, fellow survivors, or other sources.

Testimonies collected in Serbia in the late 1980s and the 1990s from Jasenovac survivors reveal the strong influence of this distinct culture of memory and testimonial tradition. In these interviews there is no trace of the aforementioned “blending together” of psychological and historical approaches typical of the US-based projects. In fact, at the outset, Almuli dismissed the requirement for a psychologist to be present at the interviews, even though collaboration with the Fortunoff Archive included a contractual obligation to provide “all necessary psychological and human support.” The stated reason for the omission was that the “spiritual strength” of Yugoslav survivors rendered this “unnecessary.”45 Evidently, Almuli did not approach his interviewees (and there is no evidence that they would want to be approached in this way) as vulnerable individuals working through unprecedented trauma. Instead, following the example of other testimony collection projects undertaken throughout the postwar period, he interviewed survivors as witnesses in a traditional, juridical sense of the word. Their role was to establish the link between perpetrator and victim (both individuals and groups) and to provide an authoritative account of the crimes committed at Jasenovac. In that context, any acknowledgment of the psychological vulnerability of survivors would only have undermined their credibility as dispassionate and trustworthy “eyewitnesses.”

Also, questions in the interviews tended to be posed in a way that invited short, “factual” answers, often invoking topics that went beyond the survivor’s own experience. These included the development of the Independent State of Croatia, the ideology of the Ustasha movement or the overall number of victims of genocide in Croatia. This can be explained by the fact that, as he later acknowledged, Almuli viewed the testimonies as a way of setting the record straight regarding Jasenovac, or, as he put it, leaving the “slate clean after us.”46 This had much to do with the fact that interviewing began in December 1989, only a few months after the publication of the book Horrors of War by the future Croatian president Franjo Tuđman.47 In this work, which provoked outrage both in Yugoslavia and internationally, Tuđman presented Jasenovac as a “labor camp,” reduced the number of victims to 40,000, and blamed Jewish kapos for the
killings. Amid the controversy, survivor testimonies presented themselves as a useful instrument for “combating revisionism of the history of the Independent State of Croatia”—especially for the benefit of Western public opinion which many in Serbia at that time (Almuli included) believed had succumbed to Croatian revisionist propaganda. This is why, even though each survivor’s personal life history provides the framework for the testimonial narrative, personal revelations, intimate details, and private reflections are scarce in the recordings. Instead, in all the interviews, the conversation is steered in the direction of the tropes and images of atrocity, the psychopathy of the Ustashe, and the collective suffering of Serbs, Jews, and Roma; with the rise of Serbian nationalism in the 1980s, that collective experience acquired new political relevance. These motifs were made all the more salient at the time by the mass publication of books, pamphlets, and edited collections on Jasenovac. By reproducing graphic stories and images of Ustasha crimes, these works set the standard against which the survivors’ credibility (and relevance) as witnesses, and the truth-value of their accounts, were measured.

It is unsurprising, therefore, that, at an international conference on Holocaust survivor testimony in 1994, Almuli asserted that survivors “confirm”—as if such a confirmation were needed—“that the Ustashe were the killers and that Jasenovac was the place of the most terrible death.” He stressed that survivors provide vivid accounts of “incredible bestialities and atrocities” and offer revealing “portraits” of the perpetrators. Similarly, in his final report for the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, Almuli summarized the testimonies pertaining to Jasenovac mainly in terms of which killings the survivors had described, or how well they explained the psychopathological intent of the Ustasha guards. These summaries are revealing not only because they confirm that the tone of “juridical accusation” that permeates the Jasenovac testimonies was central to Almuli’s project, and something that he explicitly sought to capture, but also because they expose the extent to which he was oblivious to the demands of the US-based projects, with their emphasis on the more subtle voice of the survivor’s personal experience. The outcome of his efforts, therefore, was a set of testimonies that, while reflecting the complex interplay between the local memory culture, established traditions of bearing witness, and the demands of the specific historical and political moment in which they were recorded, offered a perspective on the Holocaust very different from that which the US-based institutions sought to preserve for posterity.
“The man who saw his brother’s brain”: The Testimony of Edo Šajer

The differences between the atrocity-focused undercurrents of the Jasenovac testimonies and the broader assumptions about the survivor as witness inherent in the US-based projects can be illustrated by contrasting a specific episode from one of the Jasenovac testimonies with an account of a comparable experience found in an interview recorded in the US. The following detailed analysis of extracts from just two testimonies is, of course, limited in terms of generalizability. Nevertheless, in the study of cultural and ideological phenomena, careful examination of selected case studies and individual examples can be useful in illuminating trends and patterns that have wider significance. Specifically, in the context of the present study, such examples can shed light on the ways in which the different culturally contingent approaches to witnessing, and other relevant contextual factors, play out in accounts by individual survivors.

The example from the Serbian collection comes from the testimony of Edo (Eduard) Šajer. Born in Avtovac, Bosnia-Herzegovina in 1922, Šajer was arrested in Sarajevo in November 1941 and later deported to Jasenovac. He remained there for almost three and a half years. He took part in the mass breakout on April 22, 1945, after which the camp was disbanded. He was interned at Jasenovac with his two brothers Moric and Albert, and was the only one to survive. Šajer was interviewed for the Fortunoff Collection in 1995, and later by the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum and the Shoah Foundation (in 1997 and 1998 respectively).

In Edo Šajer’s testimony there is an especially dramatic moment when he describes the slaying of his younger brother, Albert. Šajer recalls that in February or March 1942, during a particularly brutal period of mass executions at the camp, he was selected for grave digging duty and taken to the area of the Jasenovac complex called Bročice. At the end of the day, among the last group of inmates brought there to be executed, he spotted his younger brother. Like countless other inmates of Jasenovac, Albert Šajer was murdered with a single blow to the head with a mallet. In the testimony for the Fortunoff Archive, Edo Šajer recounts the story as follows:

One day, they selected me to go with the group of gravediggers, and we went to Bročice. We dug pits and among the last prisoners brought there was my younger brother, who
was killed with a mallet in front of me. … We would usually tie a belt around the corpse’s leg and drag it to the pit, because it was muddy [and] we didn’t have the strength to carry them…. We would drag them to the pit. But I carried my brother, I don’t know where I got the strength from—although he was not heavy, he weighed no more than 30 kilos—and I buried him.57

The episode ends with Šajer explaining how he later returned to the barracks, where he found his older brother Moric, who by that time had already learned of Albert’s fate. Neither of them said anything to each other, except to verify that they were both aware of what had happened. Then they embraced and cried.

Šajer recounts this event in each subsequent interview, and does so in a remarkably consistent way. He regularly mentions that he carried his brother’s body and buried him, rather than “dragged him into the pit” as he had done with other prisoners, who were “stacked like logs.”58 Also, in each version he expresses surprise over his ability to muster the physical strength required to carry the body despite exhaustion and malnourishment (“and to the present day I ask myself where I got the strength from” or “I still ask myself where I got the strength”).59 The carrying and the burial of his brother is the pivotal scene in the story, presented as one of those small miracles that testify to the power of fraternal love in a moment of tragedy. Its intimate, personal nature is, no doubt, the main reason why the Fortunoff Archive included it in a publicly available half-hour montage of extracts from the Yugoslav collection, titled “Yugoslav voices from the Holocaust.”60

The subtle variations across the different versions are as striking as the uniformity in Edo Šajer’s account of this event. These variations hint at a dimension of this story that is particularly important—and troubling—to Šajer. In the Fortunoff interview, he makes no reference to, nor is he asked to comment on, the emotional experience of witnessing his brother’s death. He does not reflect on how he felt when he realized that his brother was among those selected for execution, what went through his mind as his brother was being executed, or how he feels about it now.

Although the interviewers never pursue this line of questioning, with subsequent retelling Šajer begins to address these issues. In effect, he gradually sets up the story as a “dilemma of choice,” or what Lawrence Langer calls an “anguished memory”—that is, remembrance at the heart of which lies a “conflict between preconceived culturally nourished moral expectations”—
in this case about norms of fraternal care, and the deviation from them in the camps. Specifically, Šajer appears to recognize that he might be held accountable for his reaction to his brother’s brutal murder, and seems to anticipate challenges along the lines of: “What were you doing as your brother was being slaughtered?” “How could you just stand there and watch?”

In the next available account, the testimony for the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, Šajer states that, upon hearing Albert call out his name, he was “terrified,” but he stepped forward, only to be “dragged back” by the other gravediggers who asked him, “Where do you think you are going?” In the Shoah Foundation interview recorded a year later, he recounts the verbal exchange with the other gravediggers more vividly, once again using reported speech (“Down, where are you going…. My brother is calling me…. And how are you going to help him?”). Therefore, the decision to not intervene - an example of what Lawrence Langer called the “choiceless choices” that define the Holocaust experience - is in later accounts presented as a choice that was made for him by others.

Within the brief segment from Šajer’s testimony, one may discern what appear to be traces of guilt, remorse and self-recrimination—a struggle to make sense, to oneself as well as to others, of the powerlessness to help a loved one in the moment of greatest need. These are important aspects of the narrative because they hint at the reason why the fact that he carried his brother’s body to its final resting place appears so important to Šajer. The burial, described as an almost miraculous deed, seems to function as an act of posthumous “reparation.” And yet, the issues of grief and remorse were never elaborated on by the survivor or pursued by the interviewer. In fact, only in the testimony recorded for the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, does the interviewer, Almuli, pose a follow-up question. As Šajer explains that he buried his brother, Almuli interrupts with the following interjection: “Now tell me,” he asks, “when they struck [the victims] with the mallet, was their skull fractured? What did your brother look like? I am sorry to be asking you all this.” Šajer calmly explains that “everything was broken”; the “brain was visible” and some of the victims’ muscles were still twitching as they lay in the pit. Later in the testimony, the interviewer returns to this event and requests further elaboration. He asks: “When your brother was killed, you say that his whole head was smashed. Wasn’t the Ustasha sprayed with blood, with brain matter?” Šajer replies that the killers were wearing “rubber garments.”
It might be tempting to attribute these interventions to the quality of Almuli’s interviewing skills or the degree of sensitivity he exercised, or to wonder about political perspectives that may reflect the Serbian nationalist agenda of the 1990s. And yet, it could also be argued that a broader dynamic is at play, one that reflects the specificity of the culturally rooted assumptions about the role of the survivor, about the value of bearing witness, and about Jasenovac as a place of suffering—assumptions that have a longer history. Images of the human brain exposed by the strike of a mallet, just like those of decapitated or disembowelled victims of Ustasha terror, have shaped the memory of Jasenovac ever since the end of the war. Black-and-white atrocity photographs, originally collected and published in the 1940s by the Yugoslav War Crimes Commission, have been used somewhat gratuitously, appearing in virtually every book on Jasenovac, as well as in museum exhibitions and television documentaries. The reopening of the “Jasenovac question” in Serbia in the 1980s, which brought on a flood of Jasenovac-related publications and the widespread use of atrocity images, was merely building on this longer tradition of Jasenovac memory. When posing the follow-up question, Almuli was in all probability making a connection to this distinct, established aesthetic of memory. He sought, it seems, to assimilate Šajer’s unique personal tragedy into a broader, pre-existing interpretative framework, or the culturally specific “memory milieu.” He appears to have expected the survivor as a witness to “authenticate” the photographs, provide a running commentary for the familiar imagery, add color by commenting on the abundance of blood, and reaffirm time-honored assumptions about what is memorable about Jasenovac.

This interpretation is supported by the way in which Šajer’s story was later disseminated in Serbia. In 2009 Almuli published Jews and Serbs in Jasenovac, a collection of transcripts of his interviews with Jasenovac survivors. At the beginning of the book Almuli sets the scene for the survivors’ memories by offering a “where, when, and how” of the genocide in Croatia. In the section outlining the brutality of the Ustashe, he points the reader to the testimony of Edo Šajer, who recounts that “as a gravedigger he watched as his younger brother’s skull was crushed with a mallet before his body was thrown into a mass grave, and how he saw his brain.” What is striking about this description is the seemingly selective nature of Almuli’s recollection, which points directly to what he apparently deemed to be the most significant aspect of Šajer’s account. According to the testimony, Albert Šajer’s body was not “thrown into a mass grave.” On the contrary, it was carried there and laid into the ground, or “buried,” by his brother. This personal,
intimate and psychologically complex aspect of the story seems to escape Almuli’s attention (and in all likelihood that of most of his readers), in favor of an image that focuses on the brutality of the execution. Moreover, Almuli’s editing of the transcript for publication has the effect of transforming Šajer’s point about finding the strength to carry his brother’s body into a reference to the strength needed to watch his brother’s brutal execution. That way, Edo Šajer is seen, once again, not as a grief-stricken survivor, but as a material witness to Ustasha cruelty: the man who saw his brother’s shattered skull and exposed brain.

Witnessing Emotion and Silence: The Testimony of Leon S.

This episode from Edo Šajer’s testimony stands in stark contrast to the account of a similar experience described in the testimony of the Polish-born survivor Leon S., one of the first survivors to be interviewed by the Fortunoff Archive (April 1980). In 1983, the Fortunoff Archive released a 40-minute edited version of the testimony as an educational video, while selected extracts feature also in a 30-minute video composite entitled “Bystander and Two Survivors” released two years later. The segment analysed here features in both films.

In this emotionally laden testimony—Dominic LaCapra describes Leon S. as “a gaunt, spectral presence” who speaks “in an excruciating, halting manner, in which each word, like a fragile moment, is separated by a gap from the following word”—there is an extract in which the survivor recounts how, at age 12 or 13, he witnessed the murder of his grandmother.

And at that time we had our … my grandmother living with us…. She was in her early sixties but she broke her leg several years before which never completely healed and therefore … she was limping. And when we had to enter the wagons, the transportation to a collection place, she asked my … cousin in Polish to help her get on that wagon. And one of the German soldiers who apparently understood Polish said “Yes, I will help you” and he took out … his gun from his holster … and he killed her.

Leon S. ends the account with the utterance “I have seen it.” This is followed by a lengthy, 50-second silence, during which the survivor is clearly distressed, on the verge of tears. As he then tries to move on, the interviewer interrupts and, speaking in a gentle voice that resembles a whisper, poses the following questions: “May I ask you…. I understand that you are in emotional
upheaval remembering, but what especially you are moved now by? The memory of then? Could you tell us [about your reaction then]?” As tears roll down his cheeks, Leon S. comments on the “inhumanity” of the crime: “somebody asking for help, and the help was expressed as a killing action.” The interviewer then asks if he “cried” at the time, to which Leon S. answers that he can’t remember, but that he doesn’t think so, because he was “too petrified.”

The dissimilarity to the example from the testimony of Edo Šajer is evident. The follow-up question is posed in a gentle and sympathetic voice, in a way that focuses on emotional experience. The resonance with a psychotherapeutic encounter is perhaps unsurprising, given that the interviewer was Dori Laub. A professional psychiatrist and one of the founders of the Fortunoff Archive, Laub helped develop the psychologically inflected interview protocol. More important, the question generated an answer that diverted attention away from the detail of what was actually seen, i.e. atrocity and death, towards a broader point about the inhumanity of the execution and the emotional numbness induced by fear (which stands in stark contrast to the tears on the survivor’s face as he retrieves and “works through” the traumatic memory forty years later).

In an interview conducted in 2000, Geoffrey Hartman invoked this particular exchange from Leon S.’s testimony as a poignant example of the way in which even an intrusive question from the interviewer can generate a “beautiful” answer—one that is at the same time “precise,” “affecting,” and “eloquent.” The “beauty” of the answer undoubtedly lay in its interpretative, reflective nature and the fact that it did not focus, literally, on what was observed. After all, as Hartman suggests, the value of testimonies lies precisely in the fact that they “do not subject us to atrocity photos or to the bare, intolerable, and repetitious detail of killing orgies.” On the contrary, they shift the emphasis “from the perpetrator’s inhuman behavior to the humanity of the victim.” Equally, Leon S.’s utterance “I have seen it” was neither intended nor interpreted as a marker of his credentials as the eyewitness who can provide a detailed and vivid description of the “crime scene”; rather, it accounted for the tears and the emotional turmoil that were to follow and for the silence through which the “unrepresentable excess of extreme events” was signified. The importance of this affective dimension of experience was further denoted through the zooming action of the camera which, during the lengthy silence, focuses, somewhat insensitively, on the raw emotion of the survivor’s anguished face. Although the indulgent camera work and the “Bergmanesque close-ups,” as Geoffrey Hartman calls them, were
abandoned in later Fortunoff interviews as “irritating” and “excessive,” they nevertheless expose the overwhelming preoccupation with emotional experience and embodied memory as the key features of the audio-visual genre.\textsuperscript{74}

In the context of the present discussion, the camera movement and the visual emphasis on emotion and trauma apparent in Leon S.’s testimony become even more revealing when compared with a scene from a contemporaneous forty-minute documentary “Blood and Ashes of Jasenovac” by the Croatian filmmaker Lordan Zafranović.\textsuperscript{75} Part of the 1985 documentary features a montage of Jasenovac survivors who recount specific atrocities committed by the Ustasha guards at the camp. Among them is an unnamed survivor who describes how he witnessed a soldier smash a child’s head against a brick wall. As in Leon S.’s testimony, the description of the murder is followed by a lengthy silence as the witness appears to relive the experience. In the Yugoslav documentary, however, the camera actually zooms out at this point, and woven into the footage of the survivor’s tormented expression are two black and white archival images of children’s corpses with their skulls broken. Only then does the camera slowly zoom in again, and against the background of a monotonous, harrowing sound effect akin to the soundtrack from a horror movie, shows a close-up of the mutilated children, specifically their shattered skulls.\textsuperscript{76} As in Edo Šajer’s testimony, the survivor’s pain is eclipsed by the overwhelming concern with the gruesome details of the atrocities, represented here through disturbing images taken after the liberation of Jasenovac. Foregrounded once again is the external world and visual experience—what the witness saw—rather than the internal universe of affect, traumatic memory, and the “concreteness of despair and death” manifested in the silences, hesitations, grimaces, and tears that signify the impossibility of registering narratively the horrors of the Holocaust.\textsuperscript{77}

Conclusion

The peculiarities of the Jasenovac interviews collected by the affiliate project in Belgrade did not pass unnoticed by the parent institutions in the United States. In the records of both the Fortunoff Archive and the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, there are annotated transcripts of the testimonies and handwritten notes from the 1990s. In those records, representatives of these institutions comment on the style of the interviews, stating that they need to be “more intimate,” with a clearer focus on the survivors’ experiences.\textsuperscript{78} It is also revealing that in the Fortunoff
Archive’s 30-minute video compilation entitled “Yugoslav Voices from the Holocaust,” which includes extracts from three of the nine Jasenovac testimonies, there is no trace of the detailed descriptions of “incredible bestialities and atrocities” or speculation about the mind-set of the Ustashe. Aspects of the Jasenovac experience that Jaša Almuli, and many others in Serbia, apparently deemed to represent an important quality of the audio-visual project ended up on the cutting room floor. Included instead were segments considered to be more “memorable” and noteworthy from the perspective of the American audience, namely accounts of the breakout from the camp (which complemented the narrative of Jewish resistance), Edo Šajer’s account of the burial of his brother (framed as a story of loss and brotherly love rather than one of atrocity), and a rare instance in which a survivor (Josip E.) mentions in passing that he was prescribed medications after the war to deal with the psychological consequences of his camp experience.

Cultural differences between Holocaust survivor testimonies and their reception are, of course, not unique to Serbia. In his reflections on accounts collected on behalf of the USHMM in Ukraine in the early 1990s, Nathan Beyrak notes that that these interviews “lack that special dimension that makes oral history such an inspired medium.” The missing ingredient, just as in the Serbian collection, is the intimacy of personal experience. Beyrak’s explanation for the “reticence” shown by Ukrainian interviewees is that, in post-Soviet societies, “testifying is perceived as a formal, ritual, [a] ‘proper’ occasion, where it is not the done thing to draw attention to anything personal.” It would be interesting, however, to probe more deeply into the nature and the ideological and cultural origins of these “rituals” of witnessing and the absence of the personal. To what extent are they a legacy of the status of survivors throughout the Soviet period, and the treatment of the Holocaust within the memorialization of the Second World War? How were the local practices of witnessing affected by Ukraine’s development after the break-up of the Soviet Union? Questions such as these, not just in the case of Ukraine but also in other cultural and political contexts, call for the kind of comparative analysis that remains overshadowed by the overwhelming focus, in the available literature, on testimonies collected in the United States.

Furthermore, what is interesting and revealing about Beyrak’s comment is the intimation that testimonies collected in Ukraine were in some sense deficient because they lacked the universal quality that makes audio-visual testimonies special. This, like the reception of the Jasenovac interviews, suggests that, although both the Fortunoff Archive and the USHMM
generally granted autonomy to their partners overseas (in acknowledgment of the “temporal and cultural imprint” to which testimonies are necessarily susceptible), certain aspects of the testimonies, namely affect, intimacy, and embodied experience, were seen as transcending the notion of cultural diversity, and as necessary to the fulfilment of audio-visual testimonies’ cultural and commemorative potential.  

Several related factors might explain why, within the US-based projects, the personal and the intimate are seen as universally relevant aspects of testimony. The Holocaust is today part of an emerging “cosmopolitan memory” that transcends national and ethnic boundaries and forms the cultural foundation for global human rights politics. Although many observers acknowledge that the understanding of the Holocaust in any given context will reflect the interplay between “global interpretations and local sensibilities,” the very idea that the Holocaust represents a source of shared historical values and practices and moral and political obligations implies that the event—to which survivors bear witness—holds universal meaning. 

By extension, the voice of the survivors, the “eyewitness generation,” must also be accessed, transmitted, and understood universally. This is where the notion of intimacy comes in. As we have seen, audio-visual testimonies since their inception have been viewed and theorized through the prism of established psychological constructs such as trauma, repression, affect, and embodied memory—all of which have universal rather than culturally specific connotations. Embedded in this approach is the assumption that survivors’ communicated personal experience, because of its ability to work on a psychological level and transmit affectively the unspeakable essence of human suffering, offers an unmediated access to the Holocaust—access that is unaffected by varying ideological agendas or cultural influences. As Geoffrey Hartman put it, testimonies, due to their deeply personal nature, “touch the heart as well as [the] mind” and appeal to a universal “human commonality.”

And yet, the “affective turn” within the public perception of the Holocaust, initiated and sustained by the rise of the genre of audio-visual testimony in the 1980s, and the related notion about the unspeakability and unrepresentability of the Holocaust, are both socially and culturally contingent. They are as contingent and culturally specific as the idea, apparent in the discourses surrounding Jasenovac, that the value of the survivor as witness lies in his or her ability and willingness to articulate, describe, and narrate the atrocities and the suffering they observed in a manner that provokes outrage rather than sympathy. Put differently, in a culture pervaded by the
discourse of emotions, the importance attributed to intimacy and personal experience helps to create, rather than just capture, the survivor as a self-reflective, inward-looking, psychological subject. In the same way, a memory culture defined by the motif of sadistic violence and the aesthetic of death positions the Jasenovac survivor as, first and foremost, a material witness and an accuser.

Over the past decade, testimony collection projects initiated in the 1980s and the 1990s have been, by and large, brought to a close, due mainly to the diminishing number of witnesses. Attention is shifting to the children of survivors and the phenomenon of the “post-memory” of the Holocaust, or to witnesses to other genocides whose testimonies are also being recorded in audio-visual format. Nevertheless, Holocaust survivor testimonies, quite rightly, remain an important category of Holocaust representation and a prominent lieu de memoire. In this article, what I have suggested is that, as we continue to engage with accounts of Holocaust survivors, whether as scholars or consumers of memory, and regardless of whether we treat them as a historiographic source or a commemorative form, it is essential that we devote sufficient attention to the cultural aspects of bearing witness. This applies also to future international testimony collection projects, which inevitably will involve further encounters between and clashes of memory cultures. Bearing witness should be approached above all as a culturally and historically situated social practice, involving the collaborative construction of a narrative that is recognizable, within a specific interactional, cultural, institutional, and political context—and as relevant, reliable, and valuable. This means that the study of any testimony or collection of testimonies must also involve an examination of the ways in which specific (and evolving) social, cultural, historical, and material factors help to establish the survivor as a source of epistemic authority. This process determines the way in which the experience is organized, interpreted, structured, and transmitted through testimony, and later represented in books, documentaries, feature films, or the press. This awareness is important not just in relation specifically to Holocaust memory in its international, cross-cultural context, but more generally because it results in the recognition that established cultures of memory, collective identities, and ideological agendas are always reflected in, and at the same time sustained by, the inevitable interplay between individual, collected, and collective memories.
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